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Primarily I’m going to talk about selling e-books directly to individuals and various promotional 

ways to use e-books. But before that just a bit on other issues.  

▼ First a word about pricing. For legal reason, of course, there’s not much in detail I can say 

about pricing, but here are some general thoughts.  First, whatever you do, if you have a 

significant number of e-books, use an algorithm to price the e-book based on the print price (or 

some other data point or points), and don’t do it adhoc. Because whatever your pricing model is 

today, it’s going to change.  

All books are created equal but some are more equal than others. A book with a tradier profile 

probably will respond quite a bit better with a more aggressive e-book price, while a more 

specialized book is less price sensitive. Different pricing models for different types of books is a 

good thing. 

Journals typically have a price for institutions and a price for individuals. This is a model that 

makes a whole lot of sense for e-books. If, when, and how e-books get bought by libraries is very 

much in flux right now. But I think the divergence between how a library uses an e-book and an 

individual uses an e-book will only increase. They are almost different products. 

Amazon tried to set the expected price of the e-book at $9.99. It’s a nice price. But Kindle books 

also sell well at other price points. No need to be hypnotized by nines. 

Above all, expect change. Be flexible.  

 

▼ Some general sales trends: 

The books that work best for us in e-book form are fiction, genre fiction, and narrative non-

fiction. We have some crime and mystery titles that are selling 50 to 80% of their Amazon units 

in Kindle form.  



Releasing the e-book simultaneous with the print book is a necessary condition for relatively 

strong frontlist e-book sales. But it’s not a sufficient condition. Maybe my data is not good—

getting real solid comparable data is difficult—but I see frontlist Kindle books selling sometimes 

5% of the total Amazon sales, sometimes 25% or more. I don’t know that there’s even a pattern, 

though new books that get significant publicity tend to sell relatively higher in Kindle form, but 

not always. 

Backlist does relatively better than frontlist in the e-book format. Exploit your backlist. 

Overall, our Amazon print bestseller list and Amazon Kindle bestseller list are not that dissimilar 

(ignoring titles without a Kindle edition) except for books that get significant course use. These 

sell well in print, but not well in Kindle.  

Library-facing partners are just the opposite: the bestselling books are ones that have some 

course use and the general profile is very much academic rather than trade. Frontlist sales of our 

scholarly e-books are just not as strong as we’d like with the library distributors. It may be that 

our e-book bibliographic data is not available soon enough and it may be that we do not often 

enough have print and e-book formats deliver at the same time.  

 

▼ Here’s what the march to utter ubiquity means to me: If you are going to be successful with e-

books you need to use e-books. You need to integrate them into everything you do. To 

whomever you sell or distribute physical books, do the same for e-books. 

 

Chicago has been selling Adobe Digital Editions from our website since late June 2009. We 

launched the service with 700 titles and have almost 1,700 titles now. BiblioVault hosts and 

ships the e-book files (most are in PDF form, some are also in epub form, but all have DRM). 

The Chicago Distribution Center shopping cart service handles the credit card transaction and 

communicates the order to BiblioVault.  

▼ (These same services are available to other publishers, at what we believe are competitive 

rates. You need not be distributed by the CDC to use these services and they can be used singly 



or in combination: you could use BiblioVault but not the shopping cart, or vice-versa. 

BiblioVault has information on their website about e-book fulfillment.) 

▼ Adobe Digital Edition e-books are downloaded directly to a computer or handheld device and 

read using Adobe Digital Editions software--free software from Adobe for PC and Mac,--or for a 

better experience, on e-book devices such as the iPad, Barnes & Noble Nook, the Kobo eReader, 

and other devices, using appropriate free apps. They can’t be read on the Kindle. 

We sell all of our e-books at our announced digital list price and at that price the purchaser owns 

the file permanently. We do have copy and print restrictions—print max 50 pages, copy one page 

at a time. Most of our e-books we also sell (or rent) for 30 days at a uniform price of $7.00. We 

exclude certain books that are quick to read and a few titles that are high-priced reference works.  

▼ When we started the program we pegged the 30 day price at $5.00 and also had a 180-day 

option at half of the digital list price. After a year we abandoned the 180-day option because it 

was rarely used and we raised the price of the 30-day $2.00. Going to a slightly higher $7.00 30-

day price did not lead to fewer sales overall, but did tilt sales toward the perpetual option.  

▼ The e-book is listed on our book product page along with the physical book formats. In the 

shopping cart we show the full range of options; in this case, you can get PDF or ePub at full 

price or limited use for $7.00. 

▼ Sales performance? Well, Kindle doesn’t have anything to fear from us. We currently sell 5 to 

10 e-books most days—sometimes fewer than 5 and rarely more than 10. We have sold at least 

one copy of about 50% of our 1,700 e-books.  We have sold more than 50 copies of six titles 

over the life of the program and 46 titles have sold 10 or more. The average unit price is about 

$13.00. Sales of the 30-day version are about 60% of units but only around 40% of revenue.  

Our website e-book sales—ADE sales in dollars—are about 6% of our overall website sales. 

That’s not much different than the overall level of e-book sales in our book revenue.  

On the other hand, this level of sales puts us fourth in our e-book sales to individuals. Amazon is 

of course first, then B&N, then Google, then our own program.  We sell more ourselves than 

Kobo or Sony or the other even smaller retail partners we use. It also puts us ahead of our library 

partners except for Ebrary and NetLibrary. As John said earlier, for retail sales first focus on 



Kindle, Nook, and Google. Based on our sales results, after those three you should work on 

selling e-books yourself. 

Books that you have set up to sell, you can use in other ways. Review copies, text exam copies, 

author comp copies.  

Review copies go out as DRMd perpetual ownership copies. We have so far made limited use of 

these as we’ve encountered resistance from mainstream media reviewers. But for overseas 

review copy requests, we use e-books by default. Even though we may follow up with a physical 

book if they request that. Reviewers that are an ocean away appreciate the speed of the ebook. 

Not at all routinely, but in some cases, we use ebooks as author comps or contributor comps. 

Where typically contributors might get two copies of the book as comps we've made one a 

physical book and one an ebook. A few authors have requested e-books as comp copies or they 

have even bought multiple copies of e-books at their author discount to give to far-flung 

colleagues. 

▼ Our typical text adoption campaign is now e-mail plus e-book. The e-mail goes out to a 

faculty list and links to a web page where the user only has to drop in an e-mail address and they 

will get a link to download an Adobe Digital Edition of the book they can use for 90 days. We 

also give them options to get a physical exam copy or to buy the book. Response has been 

typical direct mail response rates: 1 or 2 percent of those e-mailed request the e-book.  

We are working on a more generalized text exam interface for our website that will allow us to 

use e-books routinely for text exam copies. For a defined class of books that are usable in the 

classroom, and where we have an e-book available, the requestor can fill out an online form, 

which goes to an approval queue for a human OK, and then the e-book is dispatched by 

BiblioVault. We can turn requests around in minutes during business hours and overnight 

otherwise. 

▼ And every month Chicago’s gives away an e-book for free. Or sometimes more than one.  

To be honest, we started the free e-book program at Chicago without much of a clue about where 

it might go. We had goals. We wanted to get attention for the fact that we had e-books and sold 

e-books. We wanted to stimulate sales. We wanted people to try an e-book: get them over the 



hurdle of downloading Digital Editions software; if they use it for a free e-book, they’ll get 

comfortable with buying an e-book. And we thought we would get user feedback on the ADE 

platform—and get it much faster than if we were selling e-books. 

When the marginal cost of the object you’re giving away is zero, you can afford to experiment. 

After we gave away a few of them, other options presented themselves. We could use it to get 

attention for a new book, or for an author. We could promote an author’s new book by giving 

away their old book. 

▼ We started the e-book giveaway in November 2009 with The Birthday Book—a translation of 

a Latin text written in the year 238. Everything the Roman writer Censorinus knew about 

birthdays. Why that? Why not? Everyone has a birthday. Besides the book wasn’t selling well, so 

we weren’t risking much. Simple interface, just drop in your e-mail address and say yes. 

▼ Initially almost all our promotion was via social media: Twitter, Facebook, blogging. We also 

did some online ads in our own journals. We got some publicity attention, of course, offline and 

online. Social media has continued to be a critical part of our promotion, but we also collected 

the e-mail addresses of everyone who asked us for that first free e-book and started an e-mail list. 

▼ After The Birthday Book we had 765 e-mail addresses and we used that to send out a notice of 

the next month’s free e-book. We’ve done that every month since and—22 free e-books later--

we are now working with an e-mail list of more than 29,000.  

▼ Several months into the program, in February 2010, we tried promoting a brand new book. 

We published a book called Piracy, a history of intellectual property protection and theft. Of 

course, it only made sense that you could get it for free. Piracy we made free for one day only—

on its official pub date—and rolled out our e-mail and social media juggernaut. Social media in 

this case was very, very good to us; the link to the free-book page got tweeted and retweeted 

dozens of times and blogged by book bloggers, e-book bloggers, and Intellectual Property and 

Open Access bloggers. More than 24 hundred people requested the link to download the book 

the one day it was available. The rest of that month, we gave away the author’s previous book, 

another 2 thousand requests. 

Did it work? Sales of the physical book and the e-book took off and the book got a lot of 

publicity. Would that have happened anyway? Who knows? But I’m confident in saying that 



giving away 2 thousand copies of the free e-book did not hurt the book in any way, and we 

tripled our user base with that one day giveaway. A book very well-situated for it, to be sure. 

▼ Last September we gave away a book we published in 1906. That month we were publishing 

the Sixteenth Edition of The Chicago Manual of Style, simultaneously in print and online. ▼ So, 

if the 16th edition was in electronic form why not bend an arc back to the beginning and make 

the first edition an e-book? ▼ That proved pretty popular, with 74 hundred requests, our highest 

ever. Late in the month we got a boost when Roger Ebert tweeted about the free Manual to his 

quarter-million Twitter followers. Ebert knew about the Manual giveaway because our Publicity 

Director had just talked to him about a one-day free e-book of the first book of his that we 

published—a greatest hits volume called Awake in the Dark. We carried out that on the last day 

of September, the publication date of his newest book.  

So the first edition of the Manual, plus the one-day Ebert book—which got 53 hundred 

requests—our one day record—added up to a gain of about 12,000 new folks in the month of 

September. 

▼ We e-mail these people on the first of each month. The opening rate on the e-mail is 35 to 

40%; the click rate is 15 to 20%. Free is a powerful word. Primarily the message sticks to the 

free e-book of the month, but we sometimes trail something else: we’ve drawn attention to our 

Sale Catalog, our Readers Catalog, and to the release of our first iPad app. We got the best 

response to the notice for the Sale Catalog—folks who read e-books also like to get low prices 

on physical books.  

▼ One more free e-book story, that illustrates how free can launch an e-only book. More than 15 

years ago we acquired the paperback rights to Anthony Powell’s critically acclaimed cycle of 

twelve novels, collectively called A Dance to the Music of Time. In paperback, we published it as 

four omnibus volumes of three novels each. ▼ Eventually, of course, we wanted to do e-book 

editions, and for the e-books we decided to revert to the original form of the work: twelve 

individual novels (originally published from 1951 to 1975) now available only in e-book form.  

For a twelve volume work, a work known to create devoted fans if only they get hooked on one 

of the novels, what could be a better strategy than making the first taste free? It’s a marketing 

model endorsed by drug dealers worldwide. We gave away the first volume as our December 



2010 free e-book. In addition, this time we worked with Amazon, B&N, Kobo, and Google to 

make the first volume free in their stores as well for the whole month of December.  

▼ Publicity-wise, our ace in the hole was the fact that our Publicity Manager Levi Stahl was a 

longtime fan of Dance, was passionate about pushing it, and was already plugged into a network 

of other Powell fans online. ▼ For this network, an e-book edition of Dance was an event, and 

the free first volume was a great way to turn them into pushers too. 

As near as we can figure—and solid numbers are not to be had—we gave away about 2,000 

copies, Amazon gave away about 12,000 Kindle copies, and the rest of the retailers gave away 

about 2,500 more—a grand total of somewhere north of 16,000 copies.  

Our goal was to launch Dance to the Music of Time as an e-book only series of books and that I 

think we did successfully: The first volume has sold more than 800 e-books—from all sources-- 

since it came off free in January. 

▼ You may not able to give away free e-books yourselves like Chicago does. For us, the 

BiblioVault $2.00 delivery charge for free copies is movement of figures on the ledgers. But you 

make e-books zero priced at Amazon, Google and elsewhere at no charge.  

The most important takeaway? Experiment. Do something. Try out an idea. Sell e-books 

yourselves and use of them the way you use physical books. The shape of the e-book market is 

nowhere near being certain. Be flexible but be involved. 

 


